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The Boy Who Drew
Monsters - Keith Donohue
2014-10-07
From the New York Times
bestselling author of The
Stolen Child comes a hypnotic
literary horror novel about a
young boy trapped inside his
own world, whose drawings
blur the lines between fantasy
and reality. Ever since he
nearly drowned in the ocean

three years earlier, ten-yearold Jack Peter Keenan has been
deathly afraid to venture
outdoors. Refusing to leave his
home in a small coastal town in
Maine, Jack Peter spends his
time drawing monsters. When
those drawings take on a life of
their own, no one is safe from
the terror they inspire. His
mother, Holly, begins to hear
strange sounds in the night
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coming from the ocean, and
she seeks answers from the
local Catholic priest and his
Japanese housekeeper, who fill
her head with stories of
shipwrecks and ghosts. His
father, Tim, wanders the
beach, frantically searching for
a strange apparition running
wild in the dunes. And the
boy's only friend, Nick,
becomes helplessly entangled
in the eerie power of the
drawings. While those around
Jack Peter are haunted by what
they think they see, only he
knows the truth behind the
frightful occurrences as the
outside world encroaches upon
them all. In the tradition of The
Turn of the Screw, Keith
Donohue's The Boy Who Drew
Monsters is a mesmerizing tale
of psychological terror and
imagination run wild, a
perfectly creepy read for a
dark night.
The Stolen Girls - Patricia
Gibney 2017-07-06
The Overnight Guest Heather Gudenkauf 2022-01-25
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER “Fully realized,

wholly absorbing and almost
painfully suspenseful...The
journey is mesmerizing.”
—New York Times A woman
receives an unexpected visitor
during a deadly snowstorm in
this chilling thriller from New
York Times bestselling author
Heather Gudenkauf. True
crime writer Wylie Lark doesn’t
mind being snowed in at the
isolated farmhouse where she’s
retreated to write her new
book. A cozy fire, complete
silence. It would be perfect, if
not for the fact that decades
earlier, at this very house, two
people were murdered in cold
blood and a girl disappeared
without a trace. As the storm
worsens, Wylie finds herself
trapped inside the house,
haunted by the secrets
contained within its
walls—haunted by secrets of
her own. Then she discovers a
small child in the snow just
outside. After bringing the
child inside for warmth and
safety, she begins to search for
answers. But soon it becomes
clear that the farmhouse isn’t
as isolated as she thought, and
someone is willing to do
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anything to find them. And
don't miss these other great
stories by Heather! The Weight
of Silence These Things Hidden
Little Mercies MIssing Pieces
Not a Sound Before She Was
Found This is How I Lied
Mia North FBI Suspense
Thriller Bundle: See Her
Scream (#3) and See Her
Vanish (#4) - Rylie Dark
2022-09-23
A bundle of books #3 (SEE
HER SCREAM) and #4 (SEE
HER VANISH) in Rylie Dark’s
Mia North FBI Suspense
Thriller series! This bundle
offers books three and four in
one convenient file, with over
100,000 words of reading.
Special Agent Mia North is a
rising star in the FBI—until, in
an elaborate setup, she’s
framed for murder and
sentenced to prison. When a
lucky break allows her to
escape, Mia finds herself a
fugitive, on the run and on the
wrong side of the law for the
first time in her life. She can’t
see her young daughter—and
she has no hope of returning to
her former life. The only way to
get her life back, she realizes,

is to hunt down whoever
framed her. In SEE HER
SCREAM (Book #3), Mia, still
on the run, is summoned by her
ex-partner when a new
apparent serial killer surfaces.
The new case will lead her,
working in the shadows, to a
creepy commune in the
Southwest, where red herrings
abound. Mia knows her only
hope of getting answers is to
infiltrate the commune—but its
members aren’t exactly
welcoming. Worse, Mia is
desperate to contact her
daughter, but the U.S.
Marshals are getting closer. As
she turns up a shocking
revelation and inches close to
figuring out who framed her,
the noose is closing in. Can Mia
solve the case in time to escape
herself? In SEE HER VANISH
(Book #4), when victims of a
traveling “carnival killer” are
found spread throughout the
Southwest, the FBI is stumped,
and fugitive FBI Agent Mia
North must secretly help crack
the case. But with Mia herself
on the run, and being hunted
by an elite U.S. Marshal, will
she be able to catch this
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killer—and discover who
framed her—before she herself
is jailed? Can she solve this
case before the killer strikes
again. An action-packed pageturner, the MIA NORTH series
is a riveting crime thriller,
jammed with suspense,
surprises, and twists and turns
that you won’t see coming. Fall
in love with this brilliant new
female protagonist and you’ll
be turning pages late into the
night. Books #5 and #6 in the
series—SEE HER GONE and
SEE HER DEAD—are now also
available. “I loved this thriller,
read it in one sitting. Lots of
twists and turns and I didn’t
guess the culprit at all…
Already pre-ordered the
second!” —Reader review for
Only Murder “This book takes
off with a bang… An excellent
read, and I'm looking forward
to the next book!” —Reader
review for SEE HER RUN
“Fantastic book! It was hard to
put down. I can’t wait to see
what happens next!” —Reader
review for SEE HER RUN “The
twists and turns kept coming.
Can't wait to read the next
book!” —Reader review for

SEE HER RUN “A must-read if
you enjoy action-packed stories
with good plots!” —Reader
review for SEE HER RUN “I
really like this author and this
series starts with a bang. It will
keep you turning the pages till
the end of the book and
wanting more.” —Reader
review for SEE HER RUN “I
can't say enough about this
author! How about ‘out of this
world’! This author is going to
go far!” —Reader review for
ONLY MURDER “I really
enjoyed this book… The
characters were alive, and the
twists and turns were great. It
will keep you reading till the
end and leave you wanting
more.” —Reader review for NO
WAY OUT “This is an author
that I highly recommend. Her
books will have you begging for
more.” —Reader review for NO
WAY OUT
See Her Scream (A Mia North
FBI Suspense Thriller—Book
Three) - Rylie Dark 2022-04-08
Fugitive FBI Agent Mia North
rushes to a commune in the
Southwestern desert, where
bodies are turning up
murdered in ritualistic ways.
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Can she find and stop the
killer—and figure out who
framed her—before she is
caught by the U.S. Marshals?
In SEE HER RUN (A Mia North
FBI Suspense Thriller—Book
One), Special Agent Mia North
is a rising star in the
FBI—until, in an elaborate
setup, she’s framed for murder
and sentenced to prison. When
a lucky break allows her to
escape, Mia finds herself a
fugitive, on the run and on the
wrong side of the law for the
first time in her life. She can’t
see her young daughter—and
she has no hope of returning to
her former life. The only way to
get her life back, she realizes,
is to hunt down whoever
framed her. Mia, still on the
run, is summoned by her expartner when a new apparent
serial killer surfaces. The new
case will lead her, working in
the shadows, to a creepy
commune in the Southwest,
where red herrings abound.
Mia knows her only hope of
getting answers is to infiltrate
the commune—but its members
aren’t exactly welcoming.
Worse, Mia is desperate to

contact her daughter, but the
U.S. Marshals are getting
closer. As she turns up a
shocking revelation and inches
close to figuring out who
framed her, the noose is
closing in. Can Mia solve the
case in time to escape herself?
An action-packed page-turner,
the MIA NORTH series is a
riveting crime thriller, jammed
with suspense, surprises, and
twists and turns that you won’t
see coming. Fall in love with
this brilliant new female
protagonist and you’ll be
turning pages late into the
night. Books #4-#6 in the
series—SEE HER VANISH,
SEE HER GONE, and SEE HER
DEAD—are now also available.
Broken Promise - Simon
Toyne 2018-05
The Missing Ones - Patricia
Gibney 2017-03-16
Carly See FBI Suspense
Thriller Bundle: No Way Back
(#2) and No Way Home (#3) Rylie Dark 2022-09-15
A bundle of books #2 (NO WAY
BACK) and #3 (NO WAY
HOME) in Rylie Dark’s Carly
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See FBI Suspense Thriller
series! This bundle offers
books two and three in one
convenient file, with over
100,000 words of reading. FBI
Special Agent Carly See, a star
in the elite BAU unit, hides a
terrible secret: she can speak
with the dead. The murder of
her sister, still unsolved,
plunged her life into grief and
awakened a new power within
her. Sometimes messages
come from direct contact, other
times in dreams. All of it feels
like a curse—until Carly
realizes she can harness her
new skills to solve cases. But
her abilities are unreliable, and
Carly must use her brilliant
mind to complete the
puzzle—all while struggling to
keep her secret from her
colleagues. In NO WAY BACK
(Book #2), women are
disappearing on their walk
home at night, their bodies are
turning up the next day staged
as famous sculptures. FBI
Special Agent (and psychic
medium) Carly See must
decode the mystery and finds
herself in the race of her life to
find the killer—and save the

next victim—before it’s too
late. With her vision leading
Carly to dark and irrational
places, she finds herself in a
cat and mouse game with a
diabolical killer—who always
seems to be one step ahead of
her. Why is he staging these
bodies? What is he trying to
create? In NO WAY HOME
(Book #3), in a macabre and
bizarre pattern, women
grieving for their loved ones
are turning up murdered
themselves, targeted by a
serial killer. FBI Special Agent
Carly See will have to descend
into a world of death to enter
the killer’s mind—and save the
next victim before it’s too late.
This killer, though, is always
one step ahead, and Carly
herself, leading the
investigation, may not be as
safe as she seems. It will be a
race to figure out what these
victims have in common—and
who is next on the killer’s list.
But will Carly’s vision lead her
astray? A page-turning thriller
packed with twists and turns,
secrets, and harrowing
surprises you won’t see
coming, the CARLY SEE series
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is a mystery series that will
endear you to a unique new
character and having you
turning pages, bleary-eyed, late
into the night. Books #4#6—NO WAY LEFT, NO WAY
UP, and NO WAY TO DIE—are
also available now.
Little Boy Lost - Ruhi
Choudhary 2021-05-06
The clear sky burst into flames
of peach and gold, illuminating
the small body leaning against
the rocks. He looked even
smaller than he had in the
photos, purple marks
blemishing his neck. His eyes
were open, staring ahead at
the vastness of the still water.
When three nine-year-old boys
go missing on a field trip to
Lakemore's annual spring
festival, panic tears through
the small town. Detective
Mackenzie Price and her
partner Nick Blackwood lead
the search, but no trace of the
boys is found-until one of them
is found murdered, a note
stuffed down his throat. "Find
Johnny's killer, or they all die."
Johnny was supposedly a victim
of Jeremiah, a serial killer Nick
helped put behind bars nearly

a decade ago for the murder of
ten young boys. But when
Mack and Nick pay him a visit,
he claims that he knows
nothing-and that he remains
innocent of Johnny's murder.
Then a second boy is found,
another clue left on his body,
leaving just one left alive.
Desperate to save the last boy's
life, Mackenzie and Nick comb
over Jeremiah's case, only to
discover proof of a shocking
cover-up-and a killer who will
stop at nothing to right the
wrongs of the past. Packed full
of shocking twists and nailbiting suspense, Little Boy Lost
is a truly unputdownable crime
thriller, perfect for fans of
Karin Slaughter, Lisa Regan
and Angela Marsons. Why
readers love Ruhi Choudhary:
"Started with a bang and ended
with a jaw-dropping bomb that
has left me speechless... I am a
huge fan of this author and
already eagerly anticipating
the next book." Little Miss
Book Lover 87 ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "Wow,
Wow just WOW!!!... if you are
looking for a heart-racing,
page-turning psychological
crime that will leave you
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shocked and demanding more
this is the book for you."
Bookworm86 ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "Loved
it!... Kept me captivated from
page one... Jaw-dropping! I
wasn't able to put down the
book. I just yearned for more
and more. Sadly, even this
book had to end, but kaboom,
what an ending!" Tove Reads
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "Oh my WOW!... Ruhi
Choudhary knocks it out of the
park... Full of intrigue,
suspense, and stunning twists.
I honestly didn't see that
conclusion coming. I will
definitely be reading the next
book." Goodreads Reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "Astoundingly, jawdroppingly brilliant... The
twists kept on coming, one
after the other; the pace never
lets up and as a reader you are
on tenterhooks, frantically
turning the pages while at the
same time not wanting the
book to end because it's just
SO good." Renita D'Silva ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The Next Girl - Carla Kovach
2018-04-02
From the Corner of His Eye Dean Koontz 2012-05-29
#1 NEW YORK TIMES

BESTSELLER • A thrilling and
emotionally powerful novel
from the author of the Jane
Hawk series “A literary miracle
. . . a tapestry of intrigue and
suspense.”—The Boston Globe
His birth was marked by
wonder and tragedy. He sees
beauty and terror beyond our
deepest dreams. His story will
change the way you see the
world. Bartholomew Lampion
is born on a day of tragedy and
terror that will mark his family
forever. All agree that his
unusual eyes are the most
beautiful they have ever seen.
On this same day, a thousand
miles away, a ruthless man
learns that he has a mortal
enemy named Bartholomew.
He embarks on a relentless
search to find this enemy, a
search that will consume his
life. And a girl is born from a
brutal rape, her destiny
mysteriously linked to Barty
and the man who stalks him. At
the age of three, Barty
Lampion is blinded when
surgeons remove his eyes to
save him from a fast-spreading
cancer. As he copes with his
blindness and proves to be a
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prodigy, his mother counsels
him that all things happen for a
reason and that every person’s
life has an effect on every other
person’s, in often unknowable
ways. At thirteen, Bartholomew
regains his sight. How he
regains it, why he regains it,
and what happens as his
amazing life unfolds and
entwines with others results in
a breathtaking journey of
courage, heart-stopping
suspense, and high adventure.
The Child Across the Street Kerry Wilkinson 2020-07-23
Wheeling my suitcase down the
familiar, hedge-lined street, I
smile at the sound of children
playing in the park nearby.
Suddenly, there’s a screech of
car brakes. I rush over to see a
bent bike wheel sticking out of
the ditch, and underneath, a
little boy… As I turn the rusty
key in the lock of the house I
grew up in, memories flood
back. None of them happy. I
never told anyone why I left
home twenty years ago, and all
I want is to sort out Dad’s
funeral as quickly as possible.
Now I’m trapped here, the only
witness to a terrible incident

that has left an eight-year-old
boy fighting for his life. But
after a lifetime trying to forget
my past, I don’t know if I can
trust my memory, or be totally
sure of what I saw today.
Sorting through Dad’s things
one night – shopping lists in his
curly handwriting, piles of old
newspapers, dusty sports
trophies – I think I hear the
back door handle rattle. I
tiptoe downstairs, past an open
window I’m sure I locked. And
a figure darts across the
overgrown garden. Someone is
watching me. Someone who
knows I’m the only one who
saw what happened to little
Ethan… or could they know the
real reason why I left? Either
way, I’m certain that coming
back was my biggest mistake. I
can’t leave, but the longer I
stay, the more danger I’m in…
An utterly addictive
psychological thriller that will
have you glued to the pages
until the early hours. Fans of
The Girl on the Train and I Am
Watching You won’t be able to
put down the next mindblowing read from bestselling
author Kerry Wilkinson. Read
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what everyone’s saying about
The Child Across the Street: ‘I
absolutely loved it!...
excellent… Full of breathholding and tense moments…
and omg that ending! Love love
loved it, a big fat 5 stars.
Highly recommend this book.’
Bonnies Book Talk, 5 stars
‘Gripping and suspenseful…
incredibly difficult to put this
one down… I'd highly
recommend this book…
Definitely worth more than 5
stars in my opinion.’ NetGalley
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Love Kerry
Wilkinson books but this one
was outstanding by far. Twists
and turns and very addictive…
a real page-turner. Definitely
recommend.’ NetGalley
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This is a
very well written book…
sucked me straight in… filled
with lies, friendship, mystery,
secrets, deceit, twists and
turns and I wasn't expecting
the ending… will leave you
guessing right up until the very
end.’ BookWorm ‘Twisty and
addictive… throws you in at the
deep end right from the start
and has you captivated by the
end of the first chapter… "just

one more" before bed…
gripping… Highly
recommended.’ Readers
Retreat ‘This is a fast-paced
and gripping thriller…
intense… gripping and left the
reader on edge of their seat.’
Goodreads Reviewer ‘Yet
another gripping and addictive
thriller from an author who
never fails to deliver… keeps
me devouring each and every
word.’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘Kerry is a brilliant author. This
is an utterly addictive
psychological thriller that has
you glued to the pages. Had me
reading into the early hours.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I
am a BIG fan of this author. I
pounce on every new
publication that comes from
him and devour it pretty much
straight away… another winner
from one of my top five
authors.’ Goodreads Reviewer,
5 stars
The Last Thing He Told Me Laura Dave 2021-05-04
The instant #1 New York
Times bestselling mystery and
Reese Witherspoon Book Club
pick that’s captivated more
than two million readers about
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a woman searching for the
truth about her husband’s
disappearance…at any cost. “A
fast-moving, heartfelt thriller
about the sacrifices we make
for the people we love most.”
—Real Simple Before Owen
Michaels disappears, he
smuggles a note to his beloved
wife of one year: Protect her.
Despite her confusion and fear,
Hannah Hall knows exactly to
whom the note refers—Owen’s
sixteen-year-old daughter,
Bailey. Bailey, who lost her
mother tragically as a child.
Bailey, who wants absolutely
nothing to do with her new
stepmother. As Hannah’s
increasingly desperate calls to
Owen go unanswered, as the
FBI arrests Owen’s boss, as a
US marshal and federal agents
arrive at her Sausalito home
unannounced, Hannah quickly
realizes her husband isn’t who
he said he was. And that Bailey
just may hold the key to
figuring out Owen’s true
identity—and why he really
disappeared. Hannah and
Bailey set out to discover the
truth. But as they start putting
together the pieces of Owen’s

past, they soon realize they’re
also building a new future—one
neither of them could have
anticipated. With its breakneck
pacing, dizzying plot twists,
and evocative family drama,
The Last Thing He Told Me is a
riveting mystery, certain to
shock you with its final,
heartbreaking turn.
Little Boy Lost (A DCI Anna
Tate Crime Thriller, Book 3)
- J. P. Carter 2020-01-23
Innocence is no protection
against evil...
Deadly Tide: A gripping, heartstopping crime thriller packed
with mystery and suspense B.R. Spangler 2020-05-17
A son charged with murder, a
kidnapping, a man haunted by
the memories of his wife.
Jericho Flynn is in the fight of
his life to save a missing child
and prove his son's innocence.
Sheriff Jericho Flynn's life in
the Outer Banks of North
Carolina is shattered following
the mysterious death of his
wife. A broken man, Jericho is
forced to emerge from the
depths of his despair when his
only son is suddenly accused of
an unspeakable crime. Murder.
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With his son shrouded beneath
a cloud of suspicion, Jericho
finds himself deeply immersed
in the investigation and
connects the murder with the
recent disappearance of a
child. A crab pot and a sunken
duffle bag lead Jericho to the
gruesome discovery of a
second missing child. He soon
untangles a string of
kidnappings and murder,
revealing a chilling timeline--a
deadly tide, a cycle that is set
to repeat. Peeling back the
layers of deception and cruel
betrayal, his wife's mysterious
secrets begin to surface and
have a disturbing connection to
the case. Time is running out,
and Jericho is in the fight of his
life to prove his son's
innocence and to unmask the
killer before another child dies.
A totally gripping crime thriller
with unexpected twists and
turns. Fans of Robert Dugoni,
Gregg Olsen and Lisa Regan
will love this book. What
readers are saying about
Deadly Tide: ★★★★★ "A thriller
that keeps you guessing all the
waythrough!." ★★★★★ "Wow!
Great book." ★★★★★ "Flawed

characters and plot twists keep
youreading." ★★★★★ "A Must
Read If you Enjoy a Good
Mystery and Will Keep you
onEdge." ★★★★★ "Intricate but
intimate."
The Boy in the Park - A J
Grayson 2017-05-08
The Psychological Thriller that
everyone is going to be talking
about - once you’ve read it, it
will haunt you for weeks!
Hide and Seek - Richard
Parker 2017-08-31
The sun is out. Your little boy is
smiling. The next time you
look… he’s gone. Lana Cross
would do anything to protect
her perfect family but on a trip
to an adventure park, they slip
out of her sight. When she
finds her husband, he’s out
cold on the forest floor. Then
the truth sinks in: Cooper, her
four-year-old son, is missing.
No one stopped the man
carrying the sleeping boy. The
park cameras don’t show
where he went. Then Lana
receives an anonymous
message, telling her to visit a
local school with a horrifying
history... This is no random
attack. Whoever took Cooper is
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playing a twisted game, and if
Lana wants to find him, she
must participate. How could
there be a link between the
school and her missing son?
And can Lana find her little boy
before it’s too late? A heart-inmouth thriller that will keep
you reading long into the night.
Fans of James Patterson, Karin
Slaughter, and Tess Gerritsen
will be absolutely hooked.
What everyone’s saying about
Hide and Seek: ‘Ohhh I totally
loved this book. Fast-paced,
gripping and it sucked me in
from the very first page. This
book was a real page turner.’
Goodreads, 5 stars ‘Wow this
book was good, it was full of
tension and was charged with
emotion. A solid 5 stars!’
Bonnie’s Book Talk ‘From the
very outset of this book I was
hooked… I was almost holding
my breath, poised on the edge
of my seat, desperate to see
what would happen. I loved it.’
Jen Med’s Books Reviews, 5
stars ‘If I could I would
seriously give this book far
more than five stars.’ Nicki’s
Life of Crime ‘Fast-paced
thriller that was difficult to put

down.’ Goodreads, 5 stars ‘This
is a terrifically delicious
thriller... sort of like riding the
world's highest roller coaster
ride. Up and up and up... and
then the fast decline to the
bottom before starting again.
All the while your heart is in
your throat, the fear is
palpable. If you like movies
that scare you, books that leave
you gasping, you really must
read Hide and Seek.’ Strong
Book Reviews ‘Sometimes I
read "fast paced" or "dark
suspense" and I think “Nah it
really wasn't”. But this book
was. I highly recommend this.’
Goodreads, 5 stars ‘I loved this
book. It keeps you guessing all
the way never knowing what
might happen next.’ Goodreads
5 stars ‘Great suspenseful book
that is fast paced and well
written... RECOMMEND!’
Goodreads ‘A pacey crime
thriller. As the novel builds to
its conclusion there are several
twists in the tale. In fact, it
turns into a real psychological
thriller! I will certainly be
looking out for future books by
Richard Parker on the strength
of this book.’ Goodreads ‘A
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rollercoaster of a ride from the
very first sentence. Beyond
every parent’s worst
nightmare, this story delivers a
terrifying plot that keeps you
guessing. The sort of read you
won't want to put down until
you have finished it.’
Goodreads, 5 stars ‘I found
myself hooked right from the
very first page. Hide And Seek
starts with a bang and stays
that way until the very end.’
It’s All About Books, 5 stars
‘OMG! Richard Parker
certainly knows how to grab
the reader’s attention, with a
“heart thumping” opening
chapter I found myself well and
truly hooked. Imagine one
minute your child's having the
time of their life and the next
minute they’re gone, taken by a
stranger, it's got to be every
parent’s biggest nightmare, the
author expertly builds on this
fear making Hide And Seek a
highly unnerving read...’ The
Book Review Café
Mia North FBI Suspense
Thriller Bundle: See Her
Vanish (#4) and See Her
Gone (#5) - Rylie Dark
2022-09-26

A bundle of books #4 (SEE
HER VANISH) and #5 (SEE
HER GONE) in Rylie Dark’s
Mia North FBI Suspense
Thriller series! This bundle
offers books four and five in
one convenient file, with over
100,000 words of reading.
Special Agent Mia North is a
rising star in the FBI—until, in
an elaborate setup, she’s
framed for murder and
sentenced to prison. When a
lucky break allows her to
escape, Mia finds herself a
fugitive, on the run and on the
wrong side of the law for the
first time in her life. She can’t
see her young daughter—and
she has no hope of returning to
her former life. The only way to
get her life back, she realizes,
is to hunt down whoever
framed her. In SEE HER
VANISH (Book #4), when
victims of a traveling “carnival
killer” are found spread
throughout the Southwest, the
FBI is stumped, and fugitive
FBI Agent Mia North must
secretly help crack the case.
But with Mia herself on the
run, and being hunted by an
elite U.S. Marshal, will she be
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able to catch this killer—and
discover who framed
her—before she herself is
jailed? Can she solve this case
before the killer strikes again?
In SEE HER GONE (Book #5),
FBI Agent Mia North remains a
fugitive, on the run for a crime
she didn’t commit—when an
old prison friend begs for her
help solving a case of a killer
that has murdered her
family—and others—in a string
of trailer parks. As the case
broadens to something
diabolical, Mia may find herself
face to face with a killer
without any backup. Can she
find and stop the killer—and
figure out who framed
her—before she herself is
caught by the U.S. Marshals?
An action-packed page-turner,
the MIA NORTH series is a
riveting crime thriller, jammed
with suspense, surprises, and
twists and turns that you won’t
see coming. Fall in love with
this brilliant new female
protagonist and you’ll be
turning pages late into the
night. Book #6 in the
series—SEE HER DEAD—is
now also available. “I loved this

thriller, read it in one sitting.
Lots of twists and turns and I
didn’t guess the culprit at all…
Already pre-ordered the
second!” —Reader review for
Only Murder “This book takes
off with a bang… An excellent
read, and I'm looking forward
to the next book!” —Reader
review for SEE HER RUN
“Fantastic book! It was hard to
put down. I can’t wait to see
what happens next!” —Reader
review for SEE HER RUN “The
twists and turns kept coming.
Can't wait to read the next
book!” —Reader review for
SEE HER RUN “A must-read if
you enjoy action-packed stories
with good plots!” —Reader
review for SEE HER RUN “I
really like this author and this
series starts with a bang. It will
keep you turning the pages till
the end of the book and
wanting more.” —Reader
review for SEE HER RUN “I
can't say enough about this
author! How about ‘out of this
world’! This author is going to
go far!” —Reader review for
ONLY MURDER “I really
enjoyed this book… The
characters were alive, and the
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twists and turns were great. It
will keep you reading till the
end and leave you wanting
more.” —Reader review for NO
WAY OUT “This is an author
that I highly recommend. Her
books will have you begging for
more.” —Reader review for NO
WAY OUT
All He Sees (A Nicky Lyons
FBI Suspense Thriller—Book
3) - Blake Pierce 2022-11-08
When a senator’s daughter
goes missing, it is a race
against time as FBI Special
Agent Nicky Lyons, 28, a fastrising star in the BAU, is
tasked with finding her—and
with finding, per the senator’s
order, the top 10 abducted
women most likely to still be
alive. When young women
disappear along the Florida
coast, Nicky realizes they’re
being transported somewhere
across the ocean. Where is
their abductor bringing
them—and why? “A
masterpiece of thriller and
mystery.” —Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re
Once Gone) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ALL HE
SEES (A Nicky Lyons FBI
Suspense Thriller—Book 3) is

book #3 in a new series by #1
bestselling and critically
acclaimed mystery and
suspense author Blake Pierce.
Nicky Lyons, 28, a missingpersons specialist in in the
FBI’s Behavioral Analysis Unit,
is an expert at tracking down
abductees and bringing them
home. The connection is
personal: after Nicky’s twin
sister was abducted at 16,
Nicky made stopping
kidnappers her life’s work. But
when Nicky is assigned to a
new task force in south Florida
dedicated to finding the
recently missing, she soon
realizes she’s up against a
serial killer more diabolical
than she imagined. Her only
hope at finding these girls is
entering his mind and
outwitting him at his own
game. Nicky and her new
partner, both headstrong, don’t
see eye to eye, and the case
opens decade-old wounds
related to her sister’s
disappearance. Can Nicky keep
her demons at bay in time to
save the victims? Nicky,
haunted by the demons of her
own missing sister, knows that
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time will be of the essence in
bringing these girls home—if it
is not already too late. A pageturning and harrowing crime
thriller featuring a brilliant and
tortured FBI agent, the NICKY
LYONS series is a riveting
mystery, packed with non-stop
action, suspense, twists and
turns, revelations, and driven
by a breakneck pace that will
keep you flipping pages late
into the night. Fans of Rachel
Caine, Teresa Driscoll and
Robert Dugoni are sure to fall
in love. Future books in the
series will soon be available.
“An edge of your seat thriller in
a new series that keeps you
turning pages! ...So many
twists, turns and red herrings…
I can't wait to see what
happens next.” —Reader
review (Her Last Wish) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
“A strong, complex story about
two FBI agents trying to stop a
serial killer. If you want an
author to capture your
attention and have you
guessing, yet trying to put the
pieces together, Pierce is your
author!” —Reader review (Her
Last Wish) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “A typical
Blake Pierce twisting, turning,

roller coaster ride suspense
thriller. Will have you turning
the pages to the last sentence
of the last chapter!!!” —Reader
review (City of Prey) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
“Right from the start we have
an unusual protagonist that I
haven't seen done in this genre
before. The action is nonstop…
A very atmospheric novel that
will keep you turning pages
well into the wee hours.”
—Reader review (City of Prey)
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “Everything that I look
for in a book… a great plot,
interesting characters, and
grabs your interest right away.
The book moves along at a
breakneck pace and stays that
way until the end. Now on go I
to book two!” —Reader review
(Girl, Alone) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “Exciting,
heart pounding, edge of your
seat book… a must read for
mystery and suspense
readers!” —Reader review
(Girl, Alone) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Solomon Creed - Simon Toyne
2015-09-10
HOW CAN HE SAVE A MAN
WHO IS ALREADY DEAD?
‘Compelling, vivid and
profound’ PETER JAMES ‘A
fast-moving thriller that makes
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for an exhilarating read.
Perfect for any fans of Lee
Child’ SUN ‘Who is Solomon
Creed? He's the hero of an epic
new series of thrillers. Simple
as that’ MARK BILLINGHAM
The Boy Who Saw - Simon
Toyne 2018-04-19
"In this second gripping thriller
featuring Solomon Creed
following The Searcher, he
must stop a killer whose
origins stretch back for
generations, to the closing days
of World War II"-Found - Erin Kinsley
2019-07-23
A MISSING CHILD RETURNS.
BUT WHO TOOK HIM? * BBC
RADIO 2 BOOK CLUB
CHOICE* * SUNDAY TIMES
CRIME CLUB PICK * 'Brilliant,
utterly compelling, heartwrenching...I was gripped and
loved it.' PETER JAMES 'An
unputdownable thriller.' ELLY
GRIFFITHS 'Sensitive and
moving...but with a core of
pure tension' SUNDAY TIMES
When 11 year old Evan
vanishes without trace, his
parents are plunged into their
worst nightmare. Especially as
the police, under massive

pressure, have no answers. But
months later Evan is
unexpectedly found, frightened
and refusing to speak. His
loving family realise life will
never be the same again. DI
Naylor knows that unless those
who took Evan are caught,
other children are in danger.
And with Evan silent, she must
race against time to find those
responsible... A gripping, heartwrenching thriller with the
emotional power of series like
BROADCHURCH and THE
MISSING, this is the perfect
read for fans of Cara Hunter,
Heidi Perks, Claire Douglas,
Fiona Barton, Susan Lewis and
Nuala Ellwood. 'Critics have
hailed FOUND the must read
crime thriller' THE SUN 'One
of those rare finds - a page
turner that is equally
remarkable for the beauty of
the writing. It will suck you in
and take you on a journey' JO
SPAIN 'Gripping...once started,
impossible to put down!'
MINETTE WALTERS 'FOUND
took me on the kind of twisting
journey that kept me turning
the pages until the early
hours.' CHRIS WHITAKER ***
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Readers and book bloggers are
completely gripped and moved
by FOUND: 'If you read one
book this year make sure it's
Found!' ***** Goodreads
Reviewer 'Not often I finish a
book in one day but I couldn't
put it down.' ***** Goodreads
Reviewer 'Heartfelt, traumatic
,terrifying...just an amazing
read. An easy five stars' *****
Goodreads reviewer 'An
amazing read...every single
parent's worse nightmare but
written in a truly beautiful way'
***** Goodreads reviewer 'It's a
perfect book in every
way...highly recommended'
Short Book & Scribes 'I don't
think a thriller has ever
brought me to tears like this
has...a stunning, compelling
read.' The Bookwormery
Wherever She Goes - Kelley
Armstrong 2019-06-25
From New York Times
bestselling author Kelley
Armstrong comes a brand new
psychological thriller about the
lengths one woman will go to in
order to save a child. “Few
crimes are reported as quickly
as a snatched kid.” That’s what
the officer tells single mother

Aubrey Finch after she reports
a kidnapping. So why hasn’t
anyone reported the little boy
missing? Aubrey knows what
she saw: a boy being taken
against his will from the park.
It doesn’t matter that the
mother can’t be found. It
doesn’t matter if no one
reported it. Aubrey knows he’s
missing. Instead, people
question her sanity. Aubrey
hears the whispers. She’s a
former stay-at-home mom who
doesn’t have primary custody
of her daughter, so there must
be something wrong with her,
right? Others may not
understand her decision to
walk away from her safe life at
home, but years of hiding her
past – even from the people she
loves – were taking their toll,
and Aubrey knows she can’t be
the mother or wife she
envisions until she learns to
leave her secrets behind. When
the police refuse to believe her,
she realizes that rescuing the
boy is up to her alone. But after
all the secrets, how far is she
willing to go? Even to protect a
child.
The Boy - Tami Hoag
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2019-07-02
Detective Nick Fourcade and
Deputy Annie Broussard return
to investigate the brutal
murder of a seven-year-old boy
in Hoag's most harrowing
thriller yet.
The Boy Who Saw - Simon
Toyne 2017-07-04
Solomon Creed, the enigmatic
hero introduced in The
Searcher, must stop a killer
tied to a conspiracy stretching
back over generations to the
dying days of World War II.
Solomon Creed has no
recollection of who he is, or
where he comes from. The only
solid clue to his identity is a
label stitched in his jacket that
reads: "This suit was made to
treasure for Mr. Solomon
Creed." The jacket fits
perfectly, and so does the
name, but there is a second
name on the label, the name of
the tailor who made the suit
and an address in southern
France. Solomon heads to
France in search of this man,
hoping to discover more about
who he is. But instead of
answers he finds a bloody
corpse, the Star of David

carved into his chest and the
words "Finishing what was
begun" daubed in blood on the
wall. When the police discover
Solomon at the crime scene
they suspect he is the
murderer and lock him up.
Solomon must escape to clear
his name and solve the mystery
of why the last remaining
survivors of a notorious Nazi
death camp are being hunted
down and murdered. Only by
saving these survivors from evil
can Solomon hope to piece
together the truth about a
decades-old conspiracy as well
as discover the key to his own
identity.
The Lost Child - Patricia
Gibney 2017-10-27
The Boy at the Door - Alex
Dahl 2018-05-01
A brilliant, twisty psychological
thriller that will keep you
hooked. 'Unsettling, layered,
bold, unpredictable, dark.
EXCELLENT' Will Dean, author
of Dark Pines. 'Grips like a vice
... REMARKABLE' Crime Time.
Everyone has secrets. Even
those who seem to be perfect...
On a rainy October evening,
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Cecilia Wilborg – loving wife,
devoted mother, tennis club
regular – is waiting for her kids
to finish their swimming
lesson. It's been a long day.
She can almost taste the crisp,
cold glass of Chablis she'll pour
for herself once the girls are
tucked up in bed. But what
Cecilia doesn't know, is that
this is the last time life will feel
normal. Tonight she'll be asked
to drop a little boy home; a
simple favour that will threaten
to expose her deepest, darkest
secret... 'STUNNING ...
Intricate and twisted with dark
secrets emerging at every turn'
ALEXANDRA BURT, author of
Sunday Times bestseller Little
Girl Gone. 'Heartbreaking and
HEAD-SPINNING' MARY
TORJUSSEN, author of Gone
Without a Trace.
The Boy in the Window - Ditter
Kellen 2019-05-28
Jessica and Owen Nobles are
heartbroken over the loss of
their son, Jacob. Jessica has
taken his death especially hard,
spending the past three years
sedated and under the care of
a psychiatrist. Desperate to
save his wife, Owen moves the

couple to Florida, hoping a
change in scenery will remind
her how to live again. When
Jessica begins to see a small
boy in the upstairs window of
the abandoned home next door,
she goes to investigate, only to
find the house empty. Afraid
that she may be seeing things,
Jess does an internet search on
the home's address. What she
finds is an image of the boy
from the window-a boy that's
been missing more than
thirteen years. Reluctant to tell
her husband, Jessica sets out to
find what information she can
on the child's disappearance.
Yet, someone is going to great
lengths to stop her.To make
matters worse, bodies begin
dropping around her like flies.
And she's the prime suspect in
the killings. If Jessica doesn't
back off now, she risks losing
more than just her mind...she
could very well lose her life.
The Boy from the Woods Harlan Coben 2020-03-17
A man with a mysterious past
must find a missing teenage
girl in this shocking thriller
from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Run
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Away. Thirty years ago, Wilde
was found as a boy living feral
in the woods, with no memory
of his past. Now an adult, he
still doesn't know where he
comes from, and another child
has gone missing. No one
seems to take Naomi Pine's
disappearance seriously, not
even her father—with one
exception. Hester Crimstein, a
television criminal attorney,
knows through her grandson
that Naomi was relentlessly
bullied at school. Hester asks
Wilde—with whom she shares a
tragic connection—to use his
unique skills to help find
Naomi. Wilde can't ignore an
outcast in trouble, but in order
to find Naomi he must venture
back into the community where
he has never fit in, a place
where the powerful are
protected even when they
harbor secrets that could
destroy the lives of millions . . .
secrets that Wilde must
uncover before it's too late.
Little Boy Lost - J. P. Carter
2020-01-20
The third gipping crime thriller
in the DCI Anna Tate series.
Readers love J. P. Carter: 'What

a page turner!' Reader review
'If you're looking for a book
that will delight you whilst
creeping you out, entertain
while keeping you awake
NEEDING to know what will
happen, then you need this
book.' Reader review 'A very
fast paced book ... I raced
through it in one sitting... I
can't wait to see what Anna
Tate does next!' Reader review
'Full of suspense with a full
cast of well developed
characters, the story was
engaging and original. Really
looking forward to the next
book in the series' Reader
review 'In Safe Hands, is hard
hitting, gripping, suspenseful,
chilling... A cat and mouse,
race against the clock that felt
like a whirlwind... it's such a
corker of a read!' Dash Fan
Book Reviews 'A totally
different book with a different
premise to the norm... The
story twists and turns and I will
certainly be reading the next
one in the series' Reader
review t felt like a whirlwind...
it's such a corker of a read!'
Dash Fan Book Reviews 'A
totally different book with a
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different premise to the norm...
The story twists and turns and
I will certainly be reading the
next one in the series' Reader
review
All The Little Things - Sarah
Lawton 2021-03-25
Never trust anyone. Never
trust yourself. Rachel has made
poor decisions in the past, but
she has always tried her best
for her daughter. When Vivian
needed a fresh start, Rachel
didn’t hesitate to move them
far from London. She just
wishes she could shake the
nagging doubt that Vivian is
hiding something. Vivian isn’t
like other teenagers. On the
surface she seems the same as
her friends, but she knows she
is different. When enigmatic
Alex takes an interest in her,
Vivian’s cool demeanour hides
an intensity of feeling she has
never known before. His touch
sets her skin on fire. Mother
and daughter are both keeping
secrets. But just how
dangerous are they? As lust
and anger give way to violence
Rachel will have to decide: is
she prepared to give up
everything for her child? Even

her own life? A taut and
gripping psychological thriller
about toxic families, secrets
and life-or-death decisions.
Don’t miss this if you’re a fan
of He Said/She Said, Good Me,
Bad Me and The Girlfriend.
Readers are loving All The
Little Things ‘Get ready to get
acquainted with one of the
most unforgettable characters
of 2021.’ NetGalley review
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Really enjoyed this - a
very clever psychological
thriller that left me wrongfooted at every turn.’ NetGalley
review ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A totally
gripping fantastic book full of
lies, deceit, betrayal ... for
readers like us that love a
twisted tale. I absolutely loved
it! Highly recommend’
NetGalley review ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Stolen Children (DCI Matilda
Darke Thriller, Book 6) Michael Wood 2020-10-02
‘She is the perfect heroine’ Elly
Griffiths The addictive new
crime thriller featuring DCI
Matilda Darke. Perfect for fans
of Angela Marsons. ‘DCI
Matilda Darke is going places’
James Oswald
Here and Gone - Haylen Beck
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2017
Wrongly arrested after fleeing
from her abusive husband, a
mother desperately fights
corrupt authorities to recover
her stolen children; while a
man across the country hears
the story on the news and
identifies links to similar
events in his own past.
The Daughter In Law - Nina
Manning 2019-08-01
'Compelling and
claustrophobic, Nina is an
exciting new voice and
definitely one to watch' Phoebe
Morgan, author of The Girl
Next Door 'Chilling and creepy.
An atmospheric and addictive
debut.' Diane Jeffrey, author of
The Guilty Mother No one is
good enough for her son... As a
single mother, Annie has an
especially close relationship
with her son, Ben. They have
always been together. Just the
two of them. So, when Ben
brings home his mysterious
beautiful new wife, Daisy,
immediately Annie doesn’t
trust her. Who is this woman
who has taken her son away
from her? And what is she
hiding? She’ll protect him with

her life... When Ben
disappears, suddenly Annie and
Daisy are all the other one has.
Alone in Annie’s big, remote
house, just the two of them, the
tension is rising. And like any
protective mother, Annie will
stop at nothing to expose her
new daughter in law, and the
secrets she is hiding... A
gripping, psychological pageturner, perfect for fans of Sally
Hepworth's The Mother In
Law, Lisa Jewell and K.L.
Slater. 'Totally addictive. I
couldn't put it down!' Darren
O'Sullivan, author of Closer
Than You Think 'A
claustrophobic, nail-biting
thriller that draws you in and
doesn't let go.' Naomi Joy,
author of The Liars ‘Clever,
emotionally draining and
totally gripping. I absolutely
loved this book!’ D E White,
author of Remember Me What
readers are saying about The
Daughter In Law: 'I give this
book 5 Wows!' 'Absolutely
fantastic had me gripped!!!
Loved it! Can't wait for more
from this author.' '5 stars!
What a great book!' 'This did
not disappoint. Lots of twists
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and turns and I loved the
ending. Cannot wait to read
more from this author.' 'There
is quite a few twists in this
story but the biggest twist is
the one at the end and I didn’t
have a clue.' 'A ridiculously
good book. I loved every single
page and couldn't put it down.'
'Fantastic, creepy, dark and
chilling.' 'This book was
excellent!' Fast paced, with
twists and some turns you can
see coming this is the perfect
beach read.' 'A page turner
that I couldn’t put down!!!' 'I
couldn't put it down'
Tracer - Jason Dean
2021-06-24
‘Unique and engaging
characters woven into the
fabric of a fantastic plot. Jason
Dean is one to watch’ Marc
Cameron, New York Times
bestselling author of Tom
Clancy Code of HonorWhat is a
death sentence to a dead man?
He was a man with many
names. Moving from country to
country, changing his face
constantly so as to remain in
the shadows, he was nothing
more than a ghost. For now, he
is known simply as Korso. A

covert salvage operative, he
recovers lost artefacts and
items, often stolen, for rich
benefactors unable to operate
through normal channels. But
his shadowy existence is
shattered upon the arrival at
his Bermuda home of the man
he had hoped never to see
again... Tasked with recovering
a missing, one-of-a-kind
shipment in only four days, his
elite skill set will be tested to
its limits. Failure will result in
his identity being revealed to
his former boss, the ruthless
Nikolic, who would stop at
nothing to eliminate the one
man who walked away from his
organisation. An exceptional,
white-knuckle thriller full of
intrigue and suspense, perfect
for fans of Rob Sinclair, Mark
Dawson and Adam Hamdy.
Praise for Tracer'Tracer,
Korso's first outing, is
everything you could want in a
thriller; fast-pace, suspense,
mystery, just the right amount
of wickedness, but above all
else a protagonist who the
reader will want to read more
and more of. A real page
turner' Rob Sinclair, million
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copy bestselling author of The
Red Cobra 'Meet Korso, a
mysterious and unique
character you won’t be able to
get enough of. In a thriller
novel I want tension, pace and
ample action, and in Tracer,
Jason Dean has delivered by
the bucketful' Matt Hilton,
author of the Joe Hunter
thrillers ‘A relentless round of
fast and furious set pieces, outpacing Reacher for tension and
with non-stop violence and
intrigue to satisfy any thriller
fans’ Adrian Magson, author of
The Watchman ‘A thrilling,
race-against-time ride ... a
great start to what I’m sure
will be a hugely successful
thriller series’ A. A. Chaudhuri,
author of The Scribe 'The most
explosive book I've read in
ages' D. L. Marshall, author of
Anthrax Island 'A superb, fastpaced thriller which literally
ticks like a time-bomb' Nick
Oldham, author of the Henry
Christie series
One Of Us Is Lying - Karen M.
McManus 2017-06-01
The international bestselling
YA thriller by acclaimed
author, Karen M. McManus -

NOW A MAJOR NETFLIX
SERIES. Five students go to
detention. Only four leave
alive. Yale hopeful Bronwyn
has never publicly broken a
rule. Sports star Cooper only
knows what he's doing in the
baseball diamond. Bad boy
Nate is one misstep away from
a life of crime. Prom queen
Addy is holding together the
cracks in her perfect life. And
outsider Simon, creator of the
notorious gossip app at
Bayview High, won't ever talk
about any of them again. He
dies 24 hours before he could
post their deepest secrets
online. Investigators conclude
it's no accident. All of them are
suspects. Everyone has secrets,
right? What really matters is
how far you'll go to protect
them. 'Tightly plotted and
brilliantly written, with sharp,
believable characters, this
whodunit is utterly irresistible'
- HEAT 'Twisty plotting,
breakneck pacing and
intriguing characterisation add
up to an exciting single-sitting
thrillerish treat' -THE
GUARDIAN 'A fantastic murder
mystery, packed with cryptic
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clues and countless plot twists.
I could not put this book down'
- THE SUN 'Pretty Little Liars
meets The Breakfast Club' ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
Dark Objects - Simon Toyne
2022-07-12
Forensics expert Laughton
Rees hunts an unusually clever
killer who appears to be
staging murder scenes just for
her in this twisty new
psychological thriller by the
bestselling author of the
Sanctus trilogy. How do you
catch a killer if the victim
doesn’t exist? A glamorous
woman is murdered in her
ultra-luxurious London
mansion and her husband goes
missing. But according to
public records, neither of them
exists. The only leads police
have are several objects
arranged around the woman’s
body, including a set of keys
and a book called How to
Process a Murder by Laughton
Rees—a book that appears to
have helped the killer
forensically cleanse the crime
scene. Laughton Rees is an
academic who doesn’t usually
work live cases after the brutal

murder of her mother as a teen
left her traumatized and
emotionally scarred. But the
presence of her book at this
scene draws her unwillingly
into the high-profile
investigation and media circus
that springs up around it. As
the dark objects found beside
the body lead her closer to the
victim’s identity, a dangerous
threat to Laughton and her
daughter emerges, as well as
painful memories of her past
related to the man she has
always blamed for her mother’s
death: John Rees, Laughton’s
father, the current
Metropolitan Chief
Commissioner and a man she
has not spoken to in twenty
years. Laughton’s family was
destroyed once and she built
herself a new one. Now, she
has to face her darkest fears
and help catch a killer before
this one is destroyed too.
The Boy Who Could See
Demons - Carolyn Jess-Cooke
2013-08-13
Bestselling author Carolyn
Jess-Cooke has written a
brilliant novel of suspense that
delves into the recesses of the
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human mind and soul—perfect
for fans of Gillian Flynn and
Lisa Unger. The Boy Who
Could See Demons follows a
child psychologist who comes
up against a career-defining
case—one that threatens to
unravel her own painful past
and jeopardizes the life of a
boy who can see the
impossible. Dr. Anya Molokova,
a child psychiatrist, is called in
to work at MacNeice House, an
adolescent mental health
treatment center. There she is
told to observe and assess Alex
Connolly, a keenly intelligent,
sensitive ten-year-old coping
with his mother’s latest suicide
attempt. Alex is in need of
serious counseling: He has
been harming himself and
others, often during blackouts.
At the root of his destructive
behavior, Alex claims, is his
imaginary “friend” Ruen, a
cunning demon who urges Alex
to bend to his often violent will.
But Anya has seen this kind of
behavior before—with her own
daughter, Poppy, who suffered
from early-onset schizophrenia.
Determined to help Alex out of
his darkness, Anya begins to

treat the child. But soon
strange and alarming
coincidences compel Anya to
wonder: Is Alex’s condition a
cruel trick of the mind? Or is
Ruen not so make-believe after
all? The reality, it turns out, is
more terrifying than anything
she has ever encountered. A
rich and deeply moving pageturner, The Boy Who Could See
Demons sets out to challenge
the imagination and capture
the way life takes unexpected
turns. In the best storytelling
tradition, it leaves the reader
changed. Praise for The Boy
Who Could See Demons “A well
written, engaging read filled
with compassion for those
suffering the whims of an
untamed mental illness . . . A
poignant read, The Boy Who
Could See Demons is a
suspenseful novel that probes
the issues surrounding the
devastating effects of mental
illness. The author delves into
the psychological issues of
schizophrenia and mental
disorders with such dexterity it
leaves the reader stirred and
affected, questioning
throughout the story what is
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real and what is not. . . . As the
conclusion draws near, the
story takes unexpected turns,
making it even more dramatic
and compelling.”—New York
Journal of Books “Impressive . .
. Jess-Cooke is every bit as
skillful in her vivid portrayals
of unworldly beings . . . as in
illustrating the dreadful toll
taken by mental
illness.”—Booklist “A searing
novel of suspense.”—Publishers
Weekly “A psychologically
complex thriller, told with
compassion in a marvelously
suspenseful narrative that
keeps you engaged from the
first page to the last . . . This
book has it all: a dark and
dangerous setting, characters
full of depth, rich emotions,
and a clever plot. You’ll fall in
love with Alex—and his
demons.”—Chevy Stevens,
author of Still Missing “Topnotch psychological suspense .
. . Beware what you think you
know. It might be only the
demons talking.”—Lisa
Gardner, author of Touch & Go
“Brilliant! Rich with fully
formed characters, this heartgripping novel will keep you

riveted from first page to
last.”—Jeffery Deaver, author
of XO “Utterly captivating, this
is a book I adored and savored
from the first to the very last
magical page.”—Tess
Gerritsen, author of Ice Cold
Before She Was Found Heather Gudenkauf 2019-04-16
A gripping thriller about three
young girlfriends, a dark
obsession and a chilling crime
that shakes up a quiet Iowa
town, from the New York Times
bestselling author of The
Weight of Silence. For twelveyear-old Cora Landry and her
friends Violet and Jordyn, it
was supposed to be an ordinary
sleepover—movies and Ouija
and talking about boys. But
when they decide to sneak out
to go to the abandoned rail
yard on the outskirts of town,
little do they know that their
innocent games will have
dangerous consequences. Later
that night, Cora Landry is
discovered on the tracks,
bloody and clinging to life, her
friends nowhere to be found.
Soon their small rural town is
thrust into a maelstrom. Who
would want to hurt a young girl
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like Cora—and why? In an
investigation that leaves no
stone unturned, everyone is a
suspect and no one can be
trusted—not even those closest
to Cora. Before She Was Found
is a timely and gripping thriller
about friendship and betrayal,
about the power of social
pressure and the price of
needing to fit in. It is about the
great lengths a parent will go
to protect their child and keep
them safe—even if that means
burying the truth, no matter
the cost. And don’t miss
Heather’s latest book, AN
OVERNIGHT GUEST! You’ll be
chilled and riveted from start
to finish with this story of an
unexpected visitor and a deadly
snowstorm! Check out these
other riveting novels of
suspense by bestselling author
Heather Gudenkauf: The
Weight of Silence These Things
Hidden One Breath Away Little
Mercies Missing Pieces Not a
Sound This is How I Lied
Carly See FBI Suspense
Thriller Bundle: No Way Out
(#1), No Way Back (#2),
and No Way Home (#3) Rylie Dark 2022-07-21

A bundle of books #1 (NO WAY
OUT), #2 (NO WAY BACK), and
#3 (NO WAY HOME) in Rylie
Dark’s Carly See FBI Suspense
Thriller series! This bundle
offers books one, two, and
three in one convenient file,
with over 100,000 words of
reading. FBI Special Agent
Carly See, a star in the elite
BAU unit, hides a terrible
secret: she can speak with the
dead. The murder of her sister,
still unsolved, plunged her life
into grief and awakened a new
power within her. Sometimes
messages come from direct
contact, other times in dreams.
All of it feels like a curse—until
Carly realizes she can harness
her new skills to solve cases.
But her abilities are unreliable,
and Carly must use her
brilliant mind to complete the
puzzle—all while struggling to
keep her secret from her
colleagues. In NO WAY OUT
(Book #1), when victims turn
up with Shakespearean sonnets
left on their bodies, the
handiwork of a diabolical serial
killer, FBI Special Agent (and
psychic medium) Carly See is
called in. Can she use her
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intuition to supplement her
brilliant investigative skills and
save the next victim before it’s
too late? As Carly races to
decode the conflicting
messages she receives from the
other side, she wonders: Why
these poems? Why these
victims? What connects them?
What is the killer’s secret
message? And who will he
strike next? In a twisted game
of cat and mouse, this killer
seems to know way too much
about Carly. Is he toying with
her? Or is Carly herself the
prey? In NO WAY BACK (Book
#2), women are disappearing
on their walk home at night,
their bodies are turning up the
next day staged as famous
sculptures. FBI Special Agent
(and psychic medium) Carly
See must decode the mystery,
and finds herself in the race of
her life to find the killer—and
save the next victim—before
it’s too late. With her vision
leading Carly to dark and
irrational places, she finds
herself in a cat and mouse
game with a diabolical
killer—who always seems to be
one step ahead of her. Why is

he staging these bodies? What
is he trying to create? In NO
WAY HOME (Book #3), in a
macabre and bizarre pattern,
women grieving for their loved
ones are turning up murdered
themselves, targeted by a
serial killer. FBI Special Agent
Carly See will have to descend
into a world of death to enter
the killer’s mind—and save the
next victim before it’s too late.
This killer, though, is always
one step ahead, and Carly
herself, leading the
investigation, may not be as
safe as she seems. It will be a
race to figure out what these
victims have in common—and
who is next on the killer’s list.
But will Carly’s vision lead her
astray? A page-turning thriller
packed with twists and turns,
secrets, and harrowing
surprises you won’t see
coming, the CARLY SEE series
is a mystery series that will
endear you to a unique new
character and having you
turning pages, bleary-eyed, late
into the night. Books #4#6—NO WAY LEFT, NO WAY
UP, and NO WAY TO DIE—are
also available now.
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